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Verse 1
Take
My life and
Hold me back with it

My
Advice is
Lacking to commit

Last
July wed
Never come of this

Try
And pain will
Always fade a way

Ways 
Of mine will
Collide with ill debris

Out
Of time for
Fixing you and me

Stars
Wont grant you
Any sympathy

Die
There has to
Be a better way

Chorus (Sub Melody)
You are the voice that bleeds
Violently Out of me
And when its not enough
Youll come and fill your cup

With all these poison tears
Take me away from here
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Adapt enough and youll subdue
Survive the things that you forgot to

Chorus
I am claiming
This cause for changing nothing
I think you know what I mean
(Repeat)

I hate goodbyes and goodbyes and goodbyes

Verse 2
Take
Your time and 
Dont believe the lies

My
First words were 
Simply over sized

Last
Thing I would
Want would be your cries

Try
And we can 
Make this fade away

Ways 
Of yours are
Left to comprehend 

Out
Of things to 
Break or just to bend

Stars
Are only 
Following your trend

Die
If we should
Let this fade away

Chorus (Sub Melody)
You are the voice that bleeds
Violently Out of me
And when its not enough
Youll come and fill your cup

With all these poison tears



Take me away from here
Adapt enough and youll subdue
Survive the things that you forgot to.

Chorus
I am claiming
This cause for changing nothing
I think you know what I mean
(Repeat)

Bridge (Outro)
The most we can hope for
Is all we can live for
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